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Abstract

Effective decision-making is crucial but often marred by human biases and limitations. Statistical

prediction methods have consistently outperformed human judgment, especially in complex and

uncertain domains. Recent advancements in machine learning offer further opportunities to

improve statistical predictions. While the prospect of human obsolescence arises, we argue that a

collaborative approach is still essential. This article reviews recent work emphasizing the

integration of human expertise in the development of statistical models that support human

judgment. Three key aspects are explored: informed feature extraction, informed priors, and

informed data collection. By integrating human expertise, machine learning can produce superior

predictive models, allowing for better decision support systems. Collaboration between humans

and algorithms remains crucial in leveraging the strengths of both, advancing decision-making

capabilities across various domains.
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Effective decision-making is a crucial element in many aspects of life, encompassing personal

choices and professional decisions that can have far-reaching effects. Nonetheless, humans often

err in their decision-making processes, at times neglecting to utilize all available information to

make well-informed choices. Even when people do gather and analyze information, they remain

susceptible to various cognitive biases and limitations that can impact their decisions, leading to

suboptimal decision-making and undesired consequences.

Since the pioneering work of Paul Meehl (1954), it has been firmly established that

statistical prediction methods (or “actuarial prediction”) often outperform human judgment. In

situations that involve complex data or substantial uncertainty, statistical models demonstrate

superior accuracy and predictive power than human judgment. For instance, in finance, statistical

models are widely employed to make investment decisions as they can swiftly process vast data

and identify patterns that human analysts may not detect (Dixon et al. 2020). Similarly, in

medicine, statistical models have been developed to aid disease diagnosis and predict patient

outcomes, leading to enhanced accuracy in comparison to human diagnosis and prognosis

(Rajkomar et al., 2019).

Recent advances in machine learning hold the potential to further improve actuarial

predictions in domains of critical importance. New machine learning algorithms offer

improvements over standard statistical models by allowing computers to learn patterns and make

predictions from data without explicit programming. These algorithms can detect intricate

patterns in big data, including non-linear relationships and interactions, which traditional

statistical models may find challenging or impossible to identify. For example, machine learning

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/yxyD
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/Pdoz
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/Hkpo
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models were shown to provide important gains in areas such as bail decisions (Kleinberg et al.,

2018). Specifically, advanced models were shown to decrease crime recidivism rates without

substantially increasing incarceration rates, potentially providing real benefits to human

decision-makers.

These advances raise the possibility that human judgment and expertise could become

less important in certain domains. As machine learning algorithms become more advanced and

better able to learn from vast amounts of data, it is possible that they will eventually become

capable of making decisions and predictions without the need for human input or oversight. This

could lead to a future where the importance of domain knowledge significantly decreases, and

the main thing needed to make accurate predictions and decisions is more data. However, we

argue that such a scenario is still far off. In the meantime, there is much room for integration

between human expertise and machine learning in developing better decision support systems.

In the current article, we review recent work that highlights the importance of

incorporating human expertise in the development of statistical models that aid human judgment.

Specifically, we focus on our work showing how psychological domain knowledge can be

integrated with machine learning to produce better predictive models. In particular, we will argue

for the utility of informed feature extraction, informed priors, and informed data collection.

Informed Feature Extraction

The reason prediction problems are so cumbersome is that the world is highly

multidimensional; in light of this, it is often difficult to identify which dimensions of a given

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/LTqE
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/LTqE
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phenomenon are predictive of a given outcome. For example, consider the scenario of trying to

identify whether a given job applicant is going to be a good worker. Each and every human has

numerous character traits, qualifications, proficiencies, and limitations. A purely data-driven

approach will use every bit of information that can be quantified about this person in order to

predict their suitability for a job: their height, social security number, and favorite sandwich.

When the amount of data is huge, an inductive algorithm may be able to separate the wheat from

the chaff and identify those dimensions that contain information about future job success.

However, in many realistic situations, even in relatively large datasets, the potential

dimensionality of the data is so big, such that even a very large number of observations is not

enough. This so-called “curse of dimensionality” often requires domain expertise in limiting the

search space to theory-relevant dimensions rather than noise (e.g., trying to predict workplace

suitability from a star sign).

The idea that expertise can be harnessed for better model performance has been

exemplified in several lines of research and was first introduced by Einhorn (1972), who argued

that while expert opinion is valuable for making informed decisions, their judgments may not be

as accurate as a statistical model that combines their input. This observation has later been

established and well-documented (e.g., Ganzach et al., 2000; Kuncel et al., 2013). In another line

of research, attempting to predict human choice behavior in relatively small datasets has shown

that models that rely on features that are derived from cognitive psychology theories can

outperform purely inductive machine-learning models (Erev et al., 2017). However, research also

shows that even more accurate predictions can be attained by using theoretically derived features

as predictors for powerful algorithms (Plonsky et al., 2017).

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/1cn8
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/GBVp+WTnd
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/dW8j
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/e3yy
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Aside from modeling human choice behavior, such a synergy between humans and

machines may also potentially help people in choice tasks such as personnel selection. For

example, in recent work, Levitin et al. (in prep) tried to predict the degree to which NBA players

are prone to on-court transgressive behaviors from their social media posts. Studying this highly

unique population of elite athletes entailed that the number of data observations was relatively

small (252 athletes)--which meant that a high-dimensional representation of the text data (e.g.,

using text embeddings; Pennington et al., 2014) would be especially prone to overfitting. In light

of this, for this prediction problem, the authors utilized classic psychological theory concerning

the structure of personality–The Five-Factor Model (FFM; McCrae & John, 1992). The authors

used a language model that accurately identifies big-five personality characteristics from social

media posts (previously trained on much larger samples; Park et al., 2015). This resulted in a

parsimonious, five-dimensional representation of each player’s personality, which can then be

used as predictors of their tendency to commit technical fouls. The results showed that this

approach generated significantly better than chance predictions (i.e., out-of-sample predictive

performance; r = 182) despite the small dataset.

While the FFM is a highly useful representation of individuals’ personalities, it has been

argued that its predictive validity is modest (e.g., Morgeson et al., 2007). However, this does not

mean that this five-dimensional representation of human personality provides an upper bound on

the ability to predict life outcomes from a parsimonious personality representation. In recent

work (Lavi et al., 2022), we relied on machine learning methods and big data to develop an

alternative representation of personality that is geared towards prediction. This five-dimensional

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/idam
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/Plya
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/uh4n
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/0Nya
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/aYYl
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representation (i.e., the “predictive five”), was shown to outperform the FFM in a host of

meaningful prediction tasks (e.g., prediction of IQ, depression).

While such representations as the FFM or the “predictive five” model may be useful, it is

often the case that a higher-dimensional set of predictors is necessary in order to find a model

that fits the data well. In such cases, psychologists can rely on their ability to engineer novel

features based on their expertise, intuitions, past findings, and theories. Such ad-hoc engineered

features can then be used as inputs for inductive models that rely on some form of regularization

to separate the wheat from the chaff.

This was exemplified by Simchon and Gilead (2018). In the CLPsych Shared Task 2018

(Lynn et al., 2018), teams of computer scientists, linguists, and psychologists competed in a

prediction problem. They were given essays of 11-year-old children, written more than 50 years

ago, and were asked to predict their psychological distress in childhood and adulthood. Simchon

and Gilead (2018) took a simple modeling approach (i.e., linear regression) but a theoretically

elaborated approach to feature engineering. For example, whereas many teams simply corrected

spelling errors and fed the inputs into neural networks, we counted the proportion of spelling

errors and included them in the model under the assumption that they may reveal some useful

information about learning disabilities that may foresee distress. This approach has proven itself

comparable to systems leveraging neural networks (Lynn et al., 2018) and outperformed all other

teams in the only subtask that required forecasting across people and time .1

1 The CLPsych 2018 Shared Task aimed to forecast mental health states based on essays written during childhood.
Task A concentrated on identifying the psychological well-being of individuals at the time the essay was written
(age 11); Task B focused on predicting the mental health outcomes of the participants at future ages—specifically
22, 33, 42, and 50—using the essays they composed when they were 11 years old. The age 50 scores were
purposefully omitted to provide an out-of-sample evaluation across individuals and time.

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/r15c
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/SCuV
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/SCuV
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Thus, a theoretically informed approach favoring explainability and simplicity can not

only compare to much more algorithmically-sophisticated systems but can also top the charts in

prediction problems.

Informed Priors

One of the reasons that actuarial decision-making can outperform human judgment is that

such methods are free from humans’ tendency for motivated reasoning and hypothesis

confirmation bias. In many cases, people form a hypothesis in their mind (e.g., people who smile

in the interview are going to be good team players) and then seek the observations that support

this conclusion. The strength of actuarial approaches to human judgment is that they remain

truthful to the data, whatever it may say.

However, the method of approaching every new dataset as if you were a tabula rasa is

inconsistent with standard scientific practice. In classic scientific inquiry, we seek to build on

prior findings and theories, and by “standing on the shoulders of giants” we are able to reach the

stars. The successes of the classic scientific method in themselves should inform us that the

reliance on prior findings and knowledge is nonetheless of merit. More specifically, by

accumulating and aggregating evidence across different scientific contexts (e.g., labs,

procedures, scientists, eras), we are able to identify generalizable truths that transcend a given

dataset or experimental context.

Early research on linear models highlighted their robustness and how this quality can be

beneficial in decision-making processes (Dawes & Corrigan, 1974). These “improper linear

models” are weighted by intuition, or heuristics can be surprisingly good. For example, the

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/6KOR
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integration of domain knowledge in deriving intuition-based weights was found to be superior

compared to a single expert prediction (i.e., “clinical prediction”; Dawes, 1979). This reasoning

was later echoed in other works, suggesting that exerting (limited) domain knowledge in the

form of a simple heuristic outperforms move “advanced” computations (Katsikopoulos et al.,

2010).

In traditional machine learning methods, the ability to generalize across the specific

dataset is attained by “regularizing” our predictors; namely, by incurring a high burden of proof

on each predictor and “shrinking” it in a way that maximizes across different folds of the data

(Tibshirani, 1996). However, another less popular method of regularizing statistical models is

applying Bayesian regularization methods (van Zwet & Gelman, 2022).

In the Bayesian framework, model parameters require setting prior probability

distributions, which, together with the observed data, make the posterior probability distribution

– the distribution from which conclusions are drawn. Effectively, in the Bayesian framework, the

researcher incorporates prior expectations into their results. Incorporating expectations built on

domain knowledge concerning the distribution of effect size in a given field (which, normatively,

should be symmetric and heavily skewed centered around zero; van Zwet & Gelman, 2022) is an

empirically informed way to know what types of effects are feasible, and which effects should be

heavily regularized.

Moreover, the use of informed priors can allow us to avoid disregarding previous

findings that were not borne out in our current dataset. In other words, if previous literature

suggests that a given dimension (e.g., education) should be highly predictive of an outcome (e.g.,

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/N2Se
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/9WRb
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/9WRb
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/w662
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/oww1
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/oww1
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job success), but this relationship is masked in our data because of some specific properties of

these data, the use of these research-driven priors will magnify (rather than shrink) the value of

the predictor, alleviating the danger that the model will under-fit future observations.

Such an approach to applying informed regularization was presented by (Gamoran et al.,

2021). In the 2021 version of CLPsych Shared Task (MacAvaney et al., 2021), teams competed2

in a prediction task of a sensitive nature, suicide attempts. The data included tweets of suicidal

individuals donated to OurData-Helps.org. The tasks required identifying suicide attempts within

30 days and 180 days. With the same principles in mind as Simchon and Gilead (2018), the

system described by Gamoran et al. (2021) used simple linguistic features and a general

modeling approach (logistic regression). However, in addition to informed feature extraction,

Gamoran and colleagues used the reported effect size of various linguistic features in the

literature and as priors in their Bayesian model, which proved to be successful. The informed

prior models ranked first in the False Acceptance Rate (FAR) across both tasks and came in

second in the second task’s main performance metric (F1), providing evidence for the utility of

informed priors.

Surely, the reliance on informed priors of effect sizes can often decrease the effectiveness

of predictions. Previous studies may suggest an effect where it does exist or needlessly shrink

estimates of parameters that could have increased predictive accuracy. This is especially true

when previously acquired estimates come from outdated or different samples. However, in the

2 The CLPsych 2021 Shared Task was centered on predicting users' suicide attempts by analyzing their social media
activity. For Task A, participants needed to make predictions based on the users' posts from the preceding 30 days,
while Task B expanded the data set to include posts from the last 180 days for prediction.

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/UyX1
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/UyX1
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/LHBj
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long run, to the extent that one is seeking a highly generalizable model, the gradual integration of

priors and evidence is an optimal prediction strategy.

Informed Data Collection

As noted above, the ability to generate a good predictive model is primarily reliant on the

size and scope of the data. Huge datasets are the building blocks of incredible models like GPT

(Brown et al., 2020). Often (but not always), big data protects from overfitting, minimizes bias,

and enables the signal to surpass the noise. Nonetheless, we should consider the words of Peter

Norvig: “More data beats clever algorithms, but better data beats more data”. Ensuring the

quality of data is, of course, a substantial part of any data collection effort, but what constitutes

“better” data?

The notion of “better” can be divided into two dimensions: lower “noise” (i.e., cleaner

data) and higher “signal” (i.e., more useful information). Traditionally, data scientists take the

amount of signal in the data as a given and focus on cleaning their data to reduce noise (e.g.,

identifying outliers, nonsensical responses, typos, and so forth). Such data cleansing can

typically be done without much domain expertise; however, domain expertise is of essence

whenever we are able to shape the process of data collection, such that it best captures a useful

signal. Developing tasks that flesh out the behavior of interest is the expertise of experimental

psychologists. Data collection, thus, can also be informed by psychological theory and domain

knowledge. This nuance in approach—prioritizing informed data collection that maximizes

relevant signal—might be obvious to psychologists. Nevertheless, for those in machine learning

and related fields, this concept of enhancing data quality from the very start of data gathering

might not be as evident.

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/BtVe8
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Consider the cumbersome task of geopolitical forecasting. Over the past decade, the

world has been confronted with a spectrum of phenomena, encompassing environmental

calamities, transformative technological breakthroughs, and cultural and societal

transformations. The capacity to foresee such events empowers society to proactively prepare

and mitigate potential risks. In light of this, it is tempting to believe that machine learning

algorithms could soon be used to predict geopolitical events. However, unlocking society's most

pressing questions—requires a level of reasoning that machines have yet to master. Machine

models heavily depend on copious "training data" to fine-tune their parameters and deliver

precise predictions for uncharted territories. Yet, when faced with limited or chaotic data, the

bedrock of machine learning crumbles (McAndrew et al., 2021).

In recent work (Shinitzky et al., 2023), we tried to address this question by developing a

data collection process that may yield a meaningful signal upon which machine learning methods

could work. Specifically, in early 2020, we collected geopolitical predictions from 153

individuals concerning 10 pressing geopolitical topics (e.g., when will a Covid vaccine become

available; will the loser of the US election concede their defeat). We collected from each

forecaster rich data concerning themselves and their predictions. The collected features included

various psychological traits and tendencies that we associated in previous research with accurate

forecasting (e.g., participants' ability to predict the consensus response; their level of

open-mindedness). These data were given as inputs to machine learning models that sought to

predict whether a given prediction was likely to be accurate. The resulting model had area under

the curve (AUC) values of more than 0.8 in held-out training data, highlighting the potential of

this approach.

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/lsBX
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/sPVH
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Another example can be seen in a recent study by Simchon and Gilead (in prep), in which

informed data collection was key to the prediction task. One psychological insight often

disregarded is the concept of a projective test. The theory that underlies projective tests dates

back to the late 19th century, the idea of revealing the subconscious through the interpretation of

ambiguous stimuli or the spontaneous generation of free associations that may expose latent

beliefs and mental representations of psychological importance (Rabin, 1968). While some

researchers claim that these tools are effective for personality and psychopathology assessment

(Viglione & Rivera, 2003), current implementations of projective tests in psychology have been

shown to be inadequate in terms of their reliability, sensitivity, and specificity (Garb et al., 2002).

However, it is possible that the current limitations of the projective-test method can be

overcome by leveraging new machine learning methods that may be more sensitive to the

statistical regularities in the data. A recent study revealed that the semantic space trajectory of a

free association task (“forward flow”) was diagnostic in predicting creativity (Gray et al., 2019).

Simchon and Gilead applied that logic to depression prediction. Using ten chains (cycles) of

associations of length 10 (words), they build a model that predicts CES-D (Eaton et al., 2004)

depression scores with r = .28. The data will be released to the scientific community with the

intention to harness better algorithms, applied to better data, and outperform the current

benchmark set by the authors.

Finally, with further advances in generative modeling, it is likely that future work could

increasingly rely on theory-derived artificial data as part of the training process. In this case,

instead of informing data collection, experts will inform the process of generating artificial data;

the artificial data can then be used as a basis for training and fine-tuned by actual human data.

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/JQ9mi
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/ps9qU
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/D3ESB
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/BpNN
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/PtDu
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Indeed, recent research (Bourgin et al., 2019) suggests that such approaches may be promising,

especially when human-generated datasets are relatively limited in size.

Conclusion

It has been seventy years since Meehl’s (1954) seminal work highligyhing the superior

value of statistical judgment over expert evaluations. While this insight has been incorporated

into many areas of human decision-making, the use of expert evaluations still remains popular in

numerous crucial contexts. Recent advances in statistical modeling and artificial intelligence are

likely to increase humans’ reliance on actuarial judgment and in many areas, improve it.

Specifically, the ability of machine learning models to accurately predict human outcomes (e.g.,

what is the likelihood that candidate X will be successful? What is the likelihood that person Y is

at risk?) can serve as inputs to decision algorithms that maximize the utility of decision-makers

(e.g., should I hire this person? Should I invest time and effort in preventive treatments?

Despite the developments of predictive modeling in many domains of life, the

predictability of psychological outcomes remains quite elusive (e.g., Joel et al., 2020; Salganik et

al., 2020). We argue that the integration of psychological expertise and machine learning is

important for developing better systems for making decisions concerning human behavior.

We suggest that psychological domain knowledge can contribute to the improvement of

predictive models in three key ways. Firstly, through informed feature extraction, psychologists

can leverage their expertise to identify theory-relevant dimensions and engineer novel features

based on past findings and theories, enhancing the model's ability to capture meaningful

predictors. Secondly, through informed priors, psychologists can incorporate prior expectations

into the model by setting probability distributions based on domain knowledge, allowing for

https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/Byoh
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/yxyD
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/0vUM
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/UFOG
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/UFOG
https://paperpile.com/c/pUgEbX/0vUM
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regularization that aligns with existing scientific knowledge and avoids underfitting or

disregarding relevant predictors. Finally, through informed data collection, psychologists can

shape the process of data collection to capture a more useful signal, drawing on psychological

theory and experimental design expertise to develop tasks that elicit behavior of interest and

yield higher-quality data for modeling purposes.
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